PRESS RELEASE

International Archives Day 2017 at the General State Archives

“through a woman came forth…the better things”
routes to the archival sources

Exhibition of archival material | Speeches | Film projection

The General State Archives (G.S.A), the Municipality of Filothei-Psychiko and the Secretariat-General for Gender Equality celebrate the International Archives Day by organizing an event, on Monday June 19th 2017 at 19.30, with the participation of The Bank of Greece, the Hellenic Broadcasting Corporation (ERT) and the Greek Directors Guild.

This year’s thematic focuses on women activity as presented through the archival sources. The event will be held at the Central Service of the G.S.A, 61 Dafnis St. at Psychiko and shall comprise of relevant speeches, an exhibition of archival material and the projection of the documentary: “Periskopio – Greek Feministic Documents” from the ERT archival collection.

The abundant collection of archival material on the specific topic, alongside the exhibits that are to be presented at the Central Service of the G.S.A, followed by the documentary projection and speeches will give prominence to the strife of women for equality and emancipation; they will ultimately bring forth the fundamental significance and effect this strife has had on the formation of a democratic society and its contribution to the configuration of Greek history on the whole.

Information on the duration of the exhibition, visiting hours and documentary projection replays, relevant information shall be posted on corresponding websites of the participating parties.

General State Archives | Central Service
61 Dafnis St. 15452, Psychiko | tel. 210 67 82 270 | organosis@gak.gr | www.gak.gr
Event Contributors

**General Coordination | Scientific Supervision**
Marietta Minotos, Director of the Central Service (C.S.) of the General State Archives (G.S.A)

**Research-Selection-Annotation**

*Central Service of the G.S.A:*
- Eleni Mamma, archivist
- Eleni Theodoropoulou, philologist
- Giannis Glavinas, archivist

Exhibition editing was conducted by the aforementioned team. Anna Koulikourdi, archivist, participated in the original research.

*General Secretariat for Gender Equality (G.S.G.E):*
- Konstantina Pentarchou, librarian (Library on Gender and Equality)
- Dora Tsilipanou, special associate to the General Secretary (G.S.G.E)

*Bank of Greece*
- Panagiotis Panagakis, Director of the Centre for Culture, Research and Documentation
- Maria Genitsariou, vice Head of Department for the Historical Archives of Centre for Culture, Research and Documentation
- Vicky Askiti, archivist at the Historical Archives of Centre for Culture, Research and Documentation

*Greek Directors Guild (G.D.G)*
- Tonis Lykouresis, Director, vice President of the Board of Directors

**Graphic Design**
- Elpida Daniil, graphic designer at the Cartographic Heritage Archives (C.H.A.)

**Conservation & Digital Processing of archival material**
Department of Conservation and Reproduction of the Central Service of the G.S.A.

**Translation & Editing**
- Eugenia Kremmyda, archivist
- Anna Papadopoulou, english linguist
- Chrysoula Vogiatzaki, english linguist

**Event Coordination-Supervision**
- Christina Sarra, Head of Planning, Coordination & Studies Department, Central Service of the G.S.A
- Maria Ferfeli, IT specialist
- Foteini Kargioti, chief administrative
- Myrto Karageorgi-Gyftodimou, administrative secretary, Director’s Office, G.S.A.
- Anastasia Kitsopoulou, administrative secretary, Director’s Office, G.S.A.